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EXT. CAFE - DAY

Two young women sit together at an outdoors cafe table.

Woman One strides into the shot and sits down with Woman Two and Woman Three. Woman One removes her handbag from her shoulder and places it on the table as she sits down.

WOMAN ONE
Today I went to football game, and guess who I saw there

WOMAN TWO
Who?

WOMAN ONE
Louise, that fat ass! So she was just sitting there scoffing down a hot dog in the crowd looking so fat - she made me feel sooo anorexic

WOMAN THREE
Ewww!

WOMAN TWO
She is so fat her face looks like melted cheese

WOMAN TWO
She is such a dog

WOMAN ONE
A fat dog

WOMAN THREE
Eating a hot dog

WOMAN TWO
She is a dirty fat slut who let all the ugly guys have her

WOMAN ONE
I even heard she screwed the Donnelly brothers, like, at the same time

WOMAN THREE
Gross!

WOMAN TWO
I’ve seen baboons with smaller ass cheeks than hers

(CONTINUED)
WOMAN THREE
She really needs to use a treadmill
and run off all of her fat rolls

WOMEN ONE
She has more crack than all of
Harlem

WOMAN TWO
And she gets more black dick going
through her

WOMAN THREE
Oh my god she is such a dirty slut,
on facebook, get this, she said
"feelin' so sexy' right now" and I
said like "ummm no you are not
sexy" right back to her

WOMAN TWO
Where did she say that

WOMAN THREE
On Facebook

WOMAN TWO
I know that but where exactly on
Facebook?

WOMAN ONE
Like did she say this to a guy?

WOMAN THREE
No, like, it was totally what she
had written as her Facebook status.
She said "Feelin’ so sexy right
now"..like without the g in feeling
to try make it sound cool. So I
absolutely told that bitch that she
wasn’t sexy, and then she blocked
me

WOMAN TWO
That fucking whore bitch slut

WOMAN ONE
She is such a pig and she is sooo
up herself I swear she makes me
want to vomit
(makes vomiting sounds)
Like erggghhhhh!!

(CONTINUED)
WOMAN THREE
(vomiting sounds)
Urgghhh Urrgghhh!

WOMAN TWO
Blergh blergh blergh!!

Suddenly all three woman make vomiting sounds together, each trying to out-do each other - they do this for about five seconds.

After that the young women cackle together.

WOMAN ONE
So you girls wanna share a salad?

WOMAN THREE
Yes!

WOMAN TWO
Hella yeah!